
By LISA PALMIERI-BILLIG

Warsaw, Poland, a city and
land where “some of the
most abhorrent events in

world history” took place, where
almost 3.5 million Jews who had

lived side-by-side with Polish
Catholics for over 800 years were
nearly totally annihilated by the
Nazis in the 20th century, along
with three million Catholics and
others — 1/10 of the total Polish
population. Today, a tenuous, prob-
lematic, fragile rebirth is underway,
after a Polish pope wrought an irre-
versible new brotherhood between
the two religions. This country, with
its burden of tragedy and seeds of
hope was appropriately chosen to
host the 23rd bi-annual meeting of
the International Catholic-Jewish

Liaison Committee. 
The ILC, created in 1971, is com-

posed of representatives of the

Pontifical Commission for Religi-
ous Relations with Jews, and the
International Jewish Committee for

Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC)
that includes delegates of the major
organizations of world Jewry: the

American Jewish Committee (AJC),
the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL), the Israel Jewish Council on
Interreligious Relations (IJCIR), the
World Jewish Congress (WJC) and
six rabbinical and synagogue
organizations representing the
entire spectrum of contemporary
Jewish religious diversity, ranging
from Orthodoxy to Conservative,
Liberal and Reform Judaism. It is
the official body for formal relations
between Catholics and Jews world-
wide.

A joint declaration concluded
four days of discussion on “The
‘Other’ in Jewish and Catholic Tra-
dition: Refugees in Today’s World”.
The two delegations were headed,
respectively, by Cardinal Kurt
Koch, President of the Holy See’s
Commission, and Martin Budd,
Esq., Chair of IJCIC. Over 50
Catholic and Jewish delegates from
five continents attended.

The Declaration incorporated the
conclusions of working groups on
the mounting phenomena of con-
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temporary anti-Semitism, the perse-
cution of Christians, issues of reli-
gious freedom and the refugee cri-
sis. “Continuing commitment to
open and constructive dialogue as a
model for interreligious and inter-
cultural understanding in the world,
most especially with religious lead-
ers of the Muslim community” was
recommended.

“The religious imperatives of
Christians and Jews”, says the
statement, recognize “the tensions
between the obligations of love of
strangers … and concerns for secu-
rity and fear of change.” Prof. Fr.
Joseph Sievers of the Pontifical
Biblical Institute, addressing the
conference, noted the scriptural
roots of our common commitments
— in the Torah (Exodus, Leviticus
and Deuteronomy) — and in the
New Testament. A passionate call
to keep doors open to refugees
(without excluding necessary secu-
rity measures) “for the good of our
own future and not just that of the
migrants” was made by the Polish
Jewish journalist and activist,
Konstanty Gebert.

“Anti-Semitism in both speech
and action has resurfaced in Europe
and elsewhere, and persecution of
Christians, most notably in much of
the Middle East and parts of Africa,
has reached levels not seen in a
long time” the declaration noted,
adding that anti-Semitism, which
“takes many forms … is a danger
not only to Jews but also to demo-
cratic ideals,” and “the persecution
of Christians has increased every
year between 2012 and 2015.” Re-
commendations were made for
“improved and revitalized educa-
tional programs” against anti-
Semitism and “the obligation to
raise consciousness across the
world … and be a voice for the
voiceless” regarding the persecuted
Christians. Ongoing working
groups were proposed.

Aspecial session on “Present-
day Catholic and Jewish life in

Poland” was held, with contribu-
tions from Cardinal Henryk Mus-
zynski the former primate of Poland
and first president of the Episcopal
Conference’s Commission for
Relations with Jews; the Polish
Jewish historian, Prof. Stanislaw
Krajewski and Fr. Prof, Pawel
Rytel-Andrianik of the Polish Epis-
copal Conference.

Professor Krajewski paid tribute
to the achievements of the Polish
Episcopal Conference’s Committee
for Relations with Jews, created 30
years ago and led successively by
the former primate of Poland, Arch-
bishop Muszynski, then Archbishop
Primate Stanislaw Gadecki and
today by Bishop Mieczyslaw Cislo.
He spoke of “all the good things
happening in Polish Christian-Je-
wish relations” including two
decades of an “amazing” National
Day for Judaism observed a across
the country.

However, said Krajewski, he also
had to speak about current politics,
particularly the Polish govern-
ment’s flagrant attempt “to disman-
tle the democratic checks and bal-
ances introduced after 1989.” He
reported the increasingly monolith-
ic power of the ruling party, (PiS)
which won in 2015 with only a
small parliamentary majority. The
Polish government has lent a deaf
ear to recommendations from the
Council of Europe’s Venice Com-
mission, he said.

Last month, he recalled, “318
NGOs wrote to the Polish prime min-
ister asking to ‘denounce the repeat-
ed acts of hatred and violence against
NGOs defending human rights,
equality and tolerance … the attacks
are due to the passivity of the govern-
ment toward the growing presence
of racism, xenophobia homophobia
and hatred in public life.”

The political far right, which is
anti-Semitic, is among supporters
of the government and “Jews are
beginning to feel afraid.” On No-
vember 18, 2015 at the Wroclaw
market place, an effigy of an Ortho-

dox Jew holding a EU flag was
burned. Prof. Krajewski expressed
his “gratitude to Archbishop Ga-
decki and Bishop Cislo for strong
criticism of that act.” Critics of
government policy are labeled as
“anti-Polish”, he said, and this rhet-
oric “is felt by many Poles, includ-
ing a large majority of Polish Jews,
as detrimental to Poland. What is
more, in Poland, its anti-Semitic
overtones are obvious. As one
internet post states, ‘behind each
anti-Polish expression, publication,
movie, one can find a Jew.’ The
hate speech will probably result in
physical violence, possibly with

tragic consequences. Today, this
threat must not be ignored in
Catholic-Jewish dialogue” Krajew-
ski warned.

He also expressed concern
regarding the large populist follow-
ing of the “most active wing of the
Church, which represents the most
conservative variety of Catholicism,
strongly nationalistic, xenophobic,
anti-Western, anti-EU … connected
to Fr. Tadeusz Rydzyk and his
media conglomerate” centering
around Radio Maryja, (the second
largest worldwide Catholic radio
station), the nationalist newspaper
“Nasz Dziennik” and “Trwam” TV.

Archbishop Henryk Muszynski,
who said he “agreed in general”
with Prof. Krajewski’s analysis,
added that he found “the political
exploitation of religion particularly
disturbing.”

In a more positive vein, Bishop
Mieczyslaw Cislo spoke of the

multifaceted commitments of the
Polish Bishops Conference’s Com-
mission for Relations with Jews,

which he heads, including “teach-
ing seminarians the Jewish roots of
Christianity” and organizing annual
events across Poland for the
church’s “Day of Judaism.” The
University of Lublin, (a town where
an important yeshiva — a center for
Jewish learning — was active
before World War II), he recalled,
has invited internationally re-
nowned rabbis such as Riccardo Di
Segni, chief rabbi of Rome, and
presented an honorary degree to
Rome’s former chief rabbi, Elio
Toaff. The Polish Episcopal Confer-
ence recently stated that “Anti-
Judaism and anti-Semitism is a sin.

… We hope that the Catholic-
Jewish dialogue will serve to trans-
form the face of our land.”

Recognition of Polish Catholics’
solidarity with Jews was recalled at
various moments of the conference.
At the opening event, on behalf of
Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem, three
Polish Catholics were posthumous-
ly recognized by the Israeli Ambas-
sador to Poland, “as ‘Righteous
Among the Nations’ for saving
Jewish lives during the Shoah,
embodying the noblest realization
of Catholic-Jewish relations.”

Cardinal Koch, in “looking back
with deep satisfaction on our shared
achievements since our first ILC
meeting forty-five years ago,”
recalled “how much we are indebt-
ed to the ground-breaking efforts of
Pope John Paul II” — the Polish
pope who first visited a synagogue
and under whose leadership diplo-
matic relations between the Vatican
and Israel were established.

Fr. Pawel Rytel-Andrianik told
of research underway though not
yet completed — “revealing that

approximately 1,000 Catholic
priests in Poland were involved in
saving Jewish people at the time of
the Holocaust” and “11 out of 13
diocesan bishops/administrators
who remained in their dioceses in
Poland during the Holocaust were
helping Jewish people.” However,
he added, “we are aware that we
have not yet seen all of the docu-
ments in Yad Vashem regarding
this theme.”

The mixed delegation was deeply
moved by Poland's monument
commemorating the victims of the
Treblinka death camp, and in War-
saw, the monument to the Jewish
ghetto fighters in an empty square
where the ghetto’s buildings once
stood. While visiting the adjacent,
exquisite “Polin Museum of the
History of Poland’s Jews” inaugu-
rated only three years ago, we had
the opportunity to ponder over the
complex, often positive relations
between Catholics and Jews living
in Poland. Eight centuries of
Polish-Jewish life unfold to the vis-
itor in a highly interactive, beauti-
fully architectured space, where
objects of the past are virtual reali-
ties. As one visitor remarked, “If a
blackout occurred, the museum’s
display would disappear.”

The land is haunted by the
ghosts of a vibrant people with a
special cultural heritage, both reli-
gious and secular, that contributed
significantly to the building of the
Polish nation. The empty spaces
once bustling with human activity,
the invisible presence of “Shtetl”
(Jewish towns), of destroyed syna-
gogues and cemeteries, call out as
a reminder of John Paul II’s appeal
in 1993 on the 50th anniversary of
the Warsaw Ghetto uprising: “As
Christians and Jews … we are
called to be a blessing to the world.
… It is therefore necessary for us
… to first be a blessing to one
another.”

Lisa Palmieri-Billig is the Ameri-
can Jewish Commitee representa-
tive in Italy and liaison to the Holy
See.
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in Jewish and Catholic Tradition:

Refugees in Today’s World.”

because no one who calls for unity
tells you what they really mean.
What they really mean is that they
want to unite Americans around
their values — and around their val-
ues only.

Would Clinton be willing to unite
all Americans around recognizing
the human rights of the unborn?
Would she be willing to unite all

Americans around support for
widespread gun ownership?

Of course not.
She is willing to unite Americans

provided they adopt her views.
Would Sanders like to “bring

people together” in support of
reducing corporate and individual
income taxes in order to spur the
economy?

Would Kasich be in favor of
“bringing Americans together” by
having them all support increasing
the size of government and the
national debt? One hopes not.

I first realized the dishonesty of
just about all calls for unity during
a 10-year period in which I engaged
in weekly dialogues with clergy of
all faiths. Protestant and Catholic
clergymen and women would rou-
tinely call for Christian unity. When
I asked Protestants if they would
support such unity if it entailed
them adopting the sacraments of
the Catholic Church and recogniz-
ing the pope as the Vicar of Christ
on Earth, the discussion ended.
Similarly, when I asked Catholic
priests if they would give up the

sacraments and the papacy in order
to achieve unity with Protestant
Christians, all talk of unity stopped.
And, of course, the same would
hold true for both Orthodox and
non-Orthodox Jews who routinely
call for Jewish unity.

Even more absurd are the calls of
naive Christians and Jews to have
all the “children of Abraham” —
Jewish, Christian and Muslim —
unite.

The calls themselves can even be
dangerous. One would be hard-
pressed to name a single free socie-

ty that was ever united outside of
wartime. The only truly united
countries are totalitarian states.

So, why do presidential candi-
dates repeat this nonsense every
four years? Because Americans fall
for it every four years.

But it’s time to grow up. The gap
between the left and right is
unbridgeable. Their world views
are mutually exclusive.

Dennis Prager is a syndicated
radio talk show host, columnist,
author and public speaker.
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